Validating Dual Fluoroscopy System Capabilities for Determining In-Vivo Knee Joint Soft Tissue Deformation: A Strategy for Registration Error Management.
Knee osteoarthritis (OA) causes structural and mechanical changes within tibiofemoral (TF) cartilage affecting tissue load deformation behavior. Quantifying in-vivo TF soft tissue deformations in healthy and early OA may provide a novel biomechanical marker, sensitive to alterations occurring prior to radiographic change. Dual Fluoroscopy (DF) allows accurate in-vivo TF soft tissue deformation assessment but requires validation. In-vivo healthy and early OA TF cartilage deforms 0.3-1.2mm during static standing full body-weight loading. Our aim was to establish minimum detectable displacement (MDD) for femoral translation in a DF system using a marker-based and markerless approach with variable image intensifier magnifications. An instrumented frame allowed controlled femur specimen translations. Bone positions were reconstructed from DF data using centroids of affixed steel beads (marker-based) and 2D-3D bone feature registration (markerless). Statistical analyses included independent samples t-tests and reliability analysis. Markerless measurements by three trained operators had large variations making it prudent to have an appropriate error management strategy when performing 2D-3D registration. Marker-based MDD improved with image resolution and was 0.05 mm at 3.2 LP/mm (LP: line pairs). Markerless MDD at 3.2 LP/mm was 0.08 mm. Average femur and tibia 2D-3D registrations yielded excellent reliability (84.4%). Therefore, DF images acquired at resolution greater than 3.2 LP/mm would be capable for determining accurate and reliable in-vivo healthy and early OA TF soft tissue deformation. This study provides a registration error management strategy for in-vivo TF soft tissue deformation assessment that could be applied for future clinical applications to establish non-invasive biomechanical markers for early OA diagnosis.